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4. Education and Culture  
 
Military values and relationships permeate every aspect of what C. Wright Mills called the 
cultural apparatus – schools, fashion, movies, and screen culture.1 
 
For example, a reality show, Stars Earn Stripes, in which celebrities are paired with 
military personnel to carry out military operations.2 
 
http://www.nbc.com/stars-earn-stripes/ 
 
“Close Combat”   computer games.  Originally created to train marines; now popular with 
children who get used to killing as normal and part of fun. Also, DOD licenses 
manufacturers that make toys of weapon systems and warriors.  
http://closecombat.matrixgames.com/ 
 
Lockheed Martin Corp funds engineering courses in high schools, influences curriculum 
and sends its employees to chat with teachers and help students.3  Locally, BAE promotes 
science careers to children.  (We saw this re philanthropy). 

Raytheon has programs in elementary public schools and this one in middle schools:  

MathMovesU is a program designed specifically to reach students at a time where studies 
show performance declines in math and science -- middle school, grades six through eight. 
The MathMovesU program combines student interest in celebrities with grant money and 
awards to generate new interest and excitement in math. 

Raytheon has partnered with skateboard legend Tony Hawk, soccer star Mia Hamm, 
basketball greats Bill Russell and Lisa Leslie, and BMX champ Dave Mirra to promote the 
MathMovesU program and demonstrate how math plays a role in "cool" careers.4  

FIRST: For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology (a Manchester NH 
charity). 

Our mission is to inspire young people to be science and technology leaders, by engaging 
them in exciting mentor-based programs that build science, engineering and technology 
skills, that inspire innovation, and that foster well-rounded life capabilities including self-
confidence, communication, and leadership.5 

2009 FIRST Strategic Partners 
 

 

BAE Systems  

http://www.nbc.com/stars-earn-stripes/
http://closecombat.matrixgames.com/
http://www.baesystems.com/
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Boeing  

  

DEKA Research and Development Corporation  

  

 

FedEx  

 

General Motors Corporation  

 

Johnson & Johnson  

  

  

Motorola Foundation  

 

NASA  

  

  

National Instruments  

  

http://www.boeing.com/
http://www.dekaresearch.com/
http://www.fedex.com/
http://www.gm.com/
http://www.jnj.com/home.htm
http://www.motorola.com/content.jsp?globalObjectId=8145
http://www.nasa.gov/
http://www.ni.com/
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Rockwell Automation, Inc.  

 
On the other hand: 
Teachers who introduce discussions of contemporary military engagements by the United 
States risk community blowback. Anti-war talk can be perceived as unpatriotic. Talk radio 
still pillories Jane Fonda, not for ruining a generation of female knees with her videos on 
high impact aerobics, but for her anti-war views. The threat is real for teachers who risk 
asking questions.6 
 
 Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps 
 
These are in high schools and include marching, physical training, shooting, and military 
history and ideology. 

 

There are about 3400 schools with these 
programs, of various service branches.

7
  

 
Chicago JROTC 
 
At a time that schools are trying desperately to 
discourage violence, the JROTC is teaching 
students how to kill more effectively. It is also 
teaching them -- in a text that addresses the 
‘Indian menace’ that ‘Fortunately the government 
policy of pushing the Indians farther West, then 

wiping them out, was carried out successfully.’ 
 And just where did the idea come from for the expansion of military indoctrination 
in our high schools? From none other than that very media model of a major modern 
general: Colin Powell.” 8 
 
There are more than 12 public (high school) military academies. Chicago has six, e.g., 
Rickover Naval Academy, as well as Middle School Cadet Corps, with 850 students.9 
Parents can choose to send children to these or to the regular high schools, but the 
academies are well funded by DOD and have fine resources while the public schools are 
decrepit. Each service branch has its own academies. All students wear uniforms, are in 
JROTC, and have military classes.10 
 
There are private academies too, at the HS, college, and university level. 
 

http://www.rockwellautomation.com/
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Recruiting 
 
The recruitment budget is over a billion dollars. 
 
One student reported: "It got to the point where it felt like they were harassing you. They 
would follow you into the lunchroom offering to buy you snacks and stuff. It felt like it was 
an invasion of your privacy." 12 
  
Recruiting is aggressive; the military uses data from websites visited by children. Students 
are also urged to take the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery as part of general 
career counseling.13 

A ninth grader in a suburban Washington DC classroom is delighted to be excused from 
Algebra class to spend a half hour shooting a life-like 9 MM pistol and lobbing explosive 
ordinance from an M1A2 Abrams tank simulator. At the same time 3,000 miles away in La 
Habra, California, a 15 year-old girl is released from English class to squeeze off rounds 
from a very real looking M-16 rifle. The kids thoroughly enjoy the experience, especially 
the part about getting out of class. . .  
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The two students have experienced the Army’s Adventure Van, a 60-foot, 30-ton 18-
wheeler with several interactive exhibits that bring an adrenaline rush and glorify 
weaponry and combat. The Army’s 19 vans frequent various community events and two 
thousand schools a year, generating more than 63,000 recruiter leads. In addition to the 
Adventure Van, the Army has three other 18-wheelers for recruiting purposes. The 
Aviation Recruiting Van contains an AH 64 Helicopter flight simulator and an interactive 
air warrior and weapons display.14 

Higher education 
 
Recruiting and ROTC goes on here too. KSC and most colleges in NH have students in 
ROTC, organized by UNH.  

University professors are attacked if they question the military. “International Relations” 
specialists are fearful of being considered “pointy headed intellectuals” if they don’t  
embrace war as a legitimate policy.15  Of course, war has been outlawed in international 
law, along with assassination, drone attacks, death squads, chemical weapons, 
militarization of space, torture, and many other of our “normal” operations.  

Professors at state colleges and other non-elite institutions have more freedom to express 
their views (without losing their jobs), but rarely do they grab the attention of the 
government or the public. 

Many colleges and universities have defense contracts. Usually the largest contractor is 
MIT (weapons development and other). Universities supply a wide range of services and 
research. 

The Geography Department at Kansas University got half a million in DOD grants to map 
communally held lands in Mexico; indigenous people did not consent.16 

The Pat Roberts Intelligence Scholars (PRISP) provides monetary incentive to college 
students who pursue studies in critical language specialties, area studies, and technical 
and scientific specialties. Funded by Congress, PRISP allows the Directorate of Intelligence 
to hire individuals with academic backgrounds and skills that meet our requirements. The 
program offers stipends of between $10,000.00 and $25,000.00.17 

The professors and students do not know the identity of these students; they are already 
engaged in covert action.18  
 
Rochester Institute of Technology had for years been secretly funded by the CIA for 
imaging science and research into spy technology. It also recruited faculty and students, 
and the president worked for the CIA on a four month leave. A reporter disclosed this, and 
the president resigned in 1991. 19 CIA projects were (said to be ended).   

http://www.usarec.army.mil/MSBn/Pages/adventure.htm
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However, after 9/11 it all came back again.  In 2002, CIA Director George Tenet gave the 
commencement address and received an honorary degree.20 

  The woodworking students made drawers with hidden 
compartments. 
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College and Professional sports are tied into the military.  Military entertainers perform. 
Football TV programs have commercials for military recruiting. 
 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) sponsors research in every area 
of science and technology. These funds are attractive to scientists who like cutting-edge 
projects, such as the use of insects to collect information, learning stealth from octopi, 
training animals to perform missions, cyborg moths (MIT works on this), and creating a 
snowstorm to disorient the enemy. 
 

21 
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At some point in the not-too-distant future, a moth may take flight in the hills of northern 
Pakistan, and flap towards a suspected terrorist training camp. 

But this will be no ordinary moth. 

Inside it will be a computer chip that was implanted when the creature was still a pupa, 
in the cocoon, meaning that the moth's entire nervous system can be controlled remotely.  

The moth will thus be capable of landing in the camp without arousing suspicion, all the 
while beaming video and other information back to its masters via what its developers 
refer to as a ‘reliable tissue-machine interface.’ 

The creation of insects whose flesh grows around computer parts — known from science 
fiction as cyborgs — has been described as one of the most ambitious robotics projects 
ever conceived by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the 
research and development arm of the U.S. Department of Defense.22 

The military is also deeply involved with the pharmaceutical industry. Note that 
Rumsfeld, former head of DOD, was a drug executive. One aim here is to find drugs that 
will enable warriors to stay awake 24-7. Amphetamines were used to prolong 
wakefulness in pilots bombing Afghanistan; they have the useful side effect of promoting 
recklessness and depressing moral qualms. Research continues at Harvard, Columbia, 
NYU, and University of California to develop pills to eliminate guilt. Also, scientists work 
on figuring out how warriors can exist without food or water—a halfway measure is the 
development of dried food that is hydrated with urine.23 

 

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,276182,00.html
javascript:siteSearch('pupa');
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,276182,00.html
javascript:siteSearch('cyborgs');
javascript:siteSearch('Defense%20Advanced%20Research%20Projects%20Agency');
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